Comfort through ‘the lively Word of God’: Katherine Willoughby and the Protestant Funeral Monument
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The death of Katherine Willoughby, Duchess of Suffolk in 1580 was marked by the erection of a lavish funeral monument at Spilsby in Lincolnshire (see Fig. 1). The second panel of six on its west-facing side can be translated from the Latin as follows:

We know that our Redeemer lives, and we believe that we shall rise again out of the dust and though after our skin worms destroy our bodies, yet shall we see God in our flesh, and not another.

What does the use of such biblical scripture, viewed through the monument’s material and spatial presence in the church building, disclose about the role of the places for the dead in establishing and maintaining church practices and ritual during the formative years of the Reformation? The monument cites a well-known passage from Job 19 but by deviating from its most readily available source, the Vulgate, as well as several major English language Bible translations and the Book of Common Prayer, the passage evidences a textual engagement with scripture associated with a Protestant patron’s commitment to a critical approach to the written word of God. However, by making use of no less than seventeen predominantly Latin texts on the tomb, the design goes against the grain of a protestant dismissal of the Latin in devotional reading and writing practices, as stressed by influential Henrician divine Thomas Becon, who admonished the ‘mu[m]bled’ word of God by the ‘Papistes’ in the ‘latin to[n]ge’.

---

1 The sculptor of the tomb is unknown, though a surviving household account book (1581) from Katherine Willoughby and Richard Bertie’s residence at Grimsthorpe identifies a certain Thomas Goodlord as ‘the maker of the tombe’. Lincoln, Lincolnshire Archives, 10-ANC/317/1.


3 The passage was additionally compared to the Douay-Rheims edition of the Book of Job, the Great Bible (1539), the Bishops’ Bible (1568) and the Geneva Bible (1560).
preferring instead ‘the mother tounge, that the Idiote and vnlearned may vnderstande it and be edifyed.’ Additionally, the monument’s design and placement equally raises questions about its intended audience and function within the sixteenth-century fabric of the parish church. Filling in the entire space of the arch leading into the attendant chapel to the north of the chancel, the tomb, like a rood screen, seals the chapel space beyond from the nave. On this west-facing, nave-oriented side, fluted ionic columns divide the blank canvas of the construction into two spaces filled with the six panels reserved for the above-mentioned texts. The short altar-like chest that projects from its lower portion, with its detailed heraldry, is the only indication of the identity of the deceased. The monument’s east-facing side projecting into the chapel space, in contrast, reveals a more lavishly individualised composition. This side’s large projecting tomb chest, surmounted by the carved figures of a monk and two wild men, focuses the viewer’s attention on the two centrally placed alabaster

---

busts of Katherine Willoughby, and her second husband Richard Bertie (see Fig. 2). Choosing to obscure from view the lavish busts and carved figures, all indicative of the deceased’s identity and lineage, and instead foregrounding the biblical word on its visually accessible side, highlights the potential of the monument in articulating a public and communal function beyond its role as a commemorative object.

This article argues that in addition to a commemorative function, Katherine Willoughby’s tomb, in its choice of text and spatial arrangement, expresses the monument’s role in the construction of communal protestant church space. By comparing the Willoughby monument to examples of contemporary tombs of influential protestant families who took pains to commemorate individuals that had, through the good fortune of a long life, experienced the transformation of English devotional practice from Henry VIII’s Act of Supremacy in 1534 to the Elizabethan Religious Settlement (1559) and beyond, the article investigates the way in which the funerary monument formed a spatial marker in a constructive re-articulation of old church space through their function as ‘presencing mechanisms’.

Emphasising the pragmatic nature of this change equally sheds new light on the continuing use of Latin scripture, which found increasing tolerance in the Elizabethan via media, that officially sanctioned reading, ‘either in Latin or in English’, through the Elizabethan Injunctions (1559) as part of an effort to ‘discourage no man [...] from reading any part of the Bible’.

At the centre of the Lincolnshire Reformation, Katherine Willoughby (1519-1580) combined political status as a member of the Henrician court with a place among notable Evangelical reformers, including Hugh Latimer, Thomas Becon and Katherine Parr. Through ties

---


into the textual networks of these reformist figures, as traced by Melissa Franklin-Harkrider and Alec Ryrie, Willoughby was at the forefront of a national re-articulation of scripture for public consumption throughout the theological developments under Henry VIII, Edward VI and Elizabeth I, and its regional impact in the local communities of Lincolnshire. Indeed, with the above-mentioned passage most closely resembling the Geneva and Bishops’ Bible translations, the inscription echoes the influence of these particular versions of scripture that, through their inclusion of extensive notes and cross-references in the case of the former, and the ready availability and image heavy accessibility of the latter, encouraged an active and critical reading practice. The tomb’s inscription, however, deviates even from its closest comparative texts by altering Job’s first person singular into the first person plural, indicating that beyond an intertextual reading of scripture, Willoughby equally engaged in the alteration of the text to suit a particular purpose; in which the ‘I’ of the Book of Job required modification to the ‘we’ of the monument’s viewship. In context, this use of monuments ‘as sites for writing’, as fittingly expressed by Patricia Phillippy, reminds us that the textuality at play is really part of a larger interrelationship between text and the materiality of the monument, the church it inhabits, and the audience to which it speaks.

Spilsby’s St James and its attendant chapel, once home to a chantry college dedicated to the Holy Trinity and established by John Willoughby in 1347, was one of several established burial places of some of Katherine’s most notable ancestors. The two northernmost arcades formed the core of the fourteenth-century church, with the chantry occupying the northern nave and the chapel by the time of the imposition of the Edwardian Chantries Act (1548). As late as 1503 William Willoughby bequeathed £200 to the college, and it was on the eve of the

---


Henrician Reformation, in 1529, when money was set aside for the addition of the tower at the westernmost end of the building.\textsuperscript{12} It is therefore unsurprising to find that the chantry space preoccupied Katherine only roughly twenty years after the last major investment by the Willoughby family in the parish church. Writing to future Secretary of State William Cecil in 1549, Willoughby expressed her ‘desire to purchase Spilsby chantry’ through her willingness to ‘labour [...] friends with private letters’, including the hope for the influential Cecil’s advice, without which she feared she ‘must proceed blindly’.\textsuperscript{13} Her wish to purchase the chantry, contemporaneous with the confiscation of such intercessory institutions, was therefore likely a direct result of the large scale re-purposing of what was considered contested and liturgically and ritually redundant space. Indeed it is conceivable that Willoughby, mirroring the rhetoric of the \textit{Chantries Act}, sought to rectify the past’s ‘Blindness and Ignorance’ by the recovery of the chantry and repurposing in the service of ‘good and godly Uses’.

Willoughby acquired Spilsby chantry, but her exile throughout the reign of Queen Mary I would delay any plans for the construction of a monument. Thus it is most likely by the early years of the reign of Elizabeth I, and Willoughby’s return to Lincolnshire, that work on her monument was begun. Through situating both text and object, the monument expresses a change in a spatial understanding of the church highlighted in the \textit{Elizabethan Injunctions} stipulating that people,

\begin{quote}
shall not from henceforth in any parish church, at any time use any procession about the church or churchyard, or other place, but immediately before high mass the priest, with others of the choir, shall kneel in the midst of the church and sing or say, plainly and distinctly, the Litany [...] and in cathedral or collegiate churches the same shall be done.\textsuperscript{15}
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{13} Kew, The National Archives, State Papers Domestic Edward VI, 10/10/8.

\textsuperscript{14} \textit{The statutes at large, of England and of Great Britain: from Magna Carta to the union of the kingdoms of Great Britain and Ireland}, ed. by Thomas Edyve Tomlins and John Raithby, 20 vols (London: G. Eyre and A. Strahan, 1811), III, p. 500.

\textsuperscript{15} ‘\textit{Elizabethan Injunctions, 1559},’ pp. 339-40.
Emphasising the nave as the focal point of the devotional practices of the Elizabethan church, the *Injunctions* highlight the levelling of the spatial hierarchies in the church fabric. With the priest and all attendants ‘in the midst of the church’, and out of the elevated chancel, the distance between the clergy and the congregation is visually diminished. Prohibiting processions and ritual movement, making special mention of such practices ‘in cathedral or collegiate churches’ actively shifts emphasis away from the now redundant secondary altars, chantry spaces, and the network of attendant sites dedicated to the intercessory economy of the latter Middle Ages. Instead, to avoid ‘contention and strife’ through the ‘challenging of places’ that accompanied ritual procession and ancillary sites of devotion, the *Injunctions* articulate the new static nature of the congregation in the nave of the church. It is explicitly the breaking down of clerical and secular hierarchy that form the core rationale behind the restriction of movement as ‘walking in the church’ without ‘just and urgent cause’ is granted to ‘no manner of persons’, regardless of their status.16

---

16 Ibid., pp. 339-40.
Contextualising the way church space is treated in the Injunctions, the Willoughby monument’s choice of inscription, most easily read from among the pews of the nave, and its physical ‘intrusion’ into an established processional route thus allows us to read the tomb as an active participant in the articulation of a nave-oriented Reformed church space (see Fig. 3). Erasing the sight line to the secondary altar of the chantry, the tomb marks a spatial and physical break of the bond between the congregation and the reciprocal benefits of intercessory prayer. Furthermore, by blocking up the northern aisle’s passage into the chancel through the chantry, the monument obstructs the mass’s often circular processional route leading the participants through the southern and the northern naves. The tomb thus acts as a physical boundary, but one which stresses through its very materiality the abandonment of the intercessory economy, as well as the pre-Reformation’s most central ritual, the Eucharist.

The passage of Job, then, gives established authority to a Protestant iteration of a text by adapting the Geneva and Bishops’ Bibles into the Latin, visually reflecting the adaptation of old church space for new purposes and thus contributing to the re-formulation of redundant ritual space into an environment of communal evangelical worship. The first person plural, the ‘we’ of the monumental inscription thus reflects the levelling of church spaces, the body of Job read not in its individuality, but transformed into ‘our bodies’, the collective body of the church. Job’s individual theological sin, born of sixth century BC Judean orthodoxy and his rebellion against undeserved suffering, is transformed into a contemporary and collective narrative of a reformist rectification of a collective sin born of the orthodoxy of the pre-Reformation church. Willoughby thus transforms Job’s reliance on the ‘sufficiency of grace’ into an Evangelical understanding of a justification through faith, expressing a hopeful Protestant understanding of the triumph of a loving God over death and despair.

A monument that equally forms a protestant ‘intrusion’ into church space in order to stress the levelling of spatial hierarchy is the tomb of William Belasyse (1524-1604) by Thomas Browne in St Michael, Coxwold.19 A large standing wall monument, lavishly decorated with obelisks and heraldry, the Belasyse tomb is a fine example of what Peter Sherlock identifies as ‘the dominance of lineage as a theme in the motivation behind early modern monuments.’20 With the large protruding tomb chest displaying the recumbent effigies of William and his wife surmounting relief figures of three sons, the tomb visually weaves together a narrative of heredity. While the tomb certainly takes pains in constructing ‘family fictions’, its use of numerous biblical quotations in Latin, in conjunction with its placement suggests that the monument played a role in the construction of church ritual.21 This is made evident by a Latin inscription based on Philippians 1.23 that directly surmounts the effigies. As a royally approved Latin prayer in The Preces Privatæ (1564), which reads ‘Cupio dissolvi, et esse cum Christo’ [I desire to depart and be with Christ], Belasyse follows closely the Elizabethan model of Protestantism under which himself and his father had found both wealth and status.22 The monument, however, changes the Latin location subtly from the appearance of the passage in Preces Privatæ, as well as the Vulgate Bible.23 Reading ‘Cupio Dissolvi et esse in Christo’ [I desire to depart and be one with Christ], Belasyse stresses his complete bodily and spiritual consolidation with Christ, a change that becomes significant with a consideration of the monument’s positioning.

The tomb, located on the north wall in the east end of the chancel makes its writing most easily read throughout the communion service, by the time of the Elizabethan

---

21 Ibid., p. 17.
23 Philippians 1.23 in the Vulgate reads as follows: ‘Coarctor autem e duobus: desiderium habens dissolvi, et esse cum Christo, multo magis melius’.
Injunctions taking place in the upper nave or chancel space with the table facing east to west. With the priest commonly occupying the north side of the table, the monument would have functioned as the constant backdrop to the ritual. Framing the moment of the communion service, then, the inscription textually reflects the diminished physical distance between the congregation and Christ, as expressed in the words spoken by the priest throughout the Holy Communion and contained in the Book of Common Prayer; ‘for then we spiritually eate the fleshe of Christ, and drincke his blonde, then we dwell in Christe and Christe in us, we be one wyth Christ, and Christe with us’. As in the case of the Willoughby monument, the remodelling of Latin scripture and the placement of both text and tomb reflect and perpetuate a new understanding of old church space, in which the focus on the nave, as well as the regular access of the community into the chancel space has become part of church ritual.

Using scripture on the commemorative object to emphasise the nave as the centre of devotional practice was equally employed by more radical Protestant communities and evident in the monument in dedication of several members of the Knightley family in the church of St Mary in Fawsley. A large standing wall monument commemorating Sir Richard (d. 1615), Mary (d. 1573) and Sir Valentine Knightley (d. 1566) by an unknown artist, the construction’s central focus is a highly elevated sarcophagus decorated with putti and supported by two praying caryatids. Immediately below it, and supported by long brackets lies a small effigy. Unlike the Belasyse monument, the tomb is not populated by representations of family members, but instead reserves large portions of the space on either side of the effigy for lengthy panels of inscriptive writing. Among three biblical inscriptions,

26 The earliest antiquarian mention of the monument’s position is by John Bridges. See John Bridges, The history and antiquities of Northamptonshire. Compiled from the manuscript collections of the Late Learned Antiquary John Bridges, Esq. By the Rev. Peter Whalley, 2 vols (Oxford: T. Payne, 1791), I, p. 69.
the two located in the lower left and right portion of the monument are taken from the Book of Proverbs. Likely built sometime after the death of Sir Richard Knightley (1533-1615), who oversaw the printing of the *Marprelate Tracts* (1588), it is unsurprising to find that this monument is a ‘biblically justified memorial to the elect dead’. Located in the east end of the north aisle, the tomb takes the place in immediate proximity to the location commonly reserved for the pulpit in the transept. As stressed by Andrew Spicer, the decreased frequency of the administration of Lord’s Supper, particularly in Reformed and Puritan communities such as the ones perpetuated by Knightley, meant that the ‘chancel or choir had essentially become redundant’ in favour of the pulpit as the focal point of church life. This had the effect of making the north-eastern end of the nave, nearest the pulpit, the most desirable space throughout services. With the monument’s placement in mind, the emphasis on the Book of Proverbs thus suggests its intertextual relationship with the puritan sermons of the rector of Fawsley, John Dod (1550-1645). Dod, together with his co-author Robert Cleaver, took a particular interest in the study of this book of the Bible, as evidenced by several publications. According to one of these texts, *A briefe explanation of the whole booke of the Prouerbs* (1615), the use of Proverbs allows ‘Ministers to be fruitfull Preachers’, while equally providing ‘wholesome meditaNon to the minde’ of ‘priveate persons’. The explanation of both passages found on the Knightley tomb express precisely this relationship.

---

27 Inscriptions read: ‘The liberal Person shall have plenty, and he that watereth shall also have raine’ (Proverbs 11.25) and ‘The Memorial of the juste shall be Blessed, but the name of the Wicked shall rot’ (Proverbs 10.7). Both passages are most reminiscent of the Geneva Bible.


32 John Dod, *Bathshebaes instruc<ons to her sonne Lemuel containing a fruitfull and plaine exposi<on of the last chapter of the Prouerbs. [...]* (London: John Beale, 1614); Robert Cleaver and John Dod, *A briefe explanation of the whole booke of the Prouerbs of Salomon* (London: Felix Kyngston, 1615).

33 Cleaver and Dod, sig. A3"
between inwardness and the integral role of spreading the word of God. Thus, the lower left panel containing Proverbs 10.7 articulates the righteousness of the ‘semi separatist’ congregation ‘albeit for a time, through slanders, columniations, and scoffes, they are among the sonnes of Belial’. However, it is through the knowledge of their righteousness that ‘no reports, or imputations, no iests or derision can make them contemptible’. The panel to its right containing Proverbs 11.25, addresses the need for the perpetuation and spread of the word of God, as wealth, both financial and of the spirit is likened to a ‘wel-spring’, in which one receives ‘as much water inwardly, as they send foorth outwardly’. The monument thus emphasises both physically through its placement, as well as textually, through the use of Proverbs, the self-perception of a community which placed its theological emphasis on the preaching and spreading of the Word. Most visually accessible to the congregation in the nave and relying on passages, in English, from Proverbs echoing the written works of John Dod has the effect of emphasising the centrality of the pulpit, making the Knightley tomb a player in the re-articulation of church space at the fringes of the mainstream of developing English protestant identity.

The relationship between materiality, space and text that the funerary monument provides can be invaluable to an understanding of how members of Early Modern parish communities experienced the doctrinal changes that marked the Reformation. Equally, it can shed further light on the flowering ‘across the whole range of commemorative art’ throughout the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century by providing an additional rationale behind a patron’s choice of commemoration. Building on research into the social and spiritual function of the monument by Peter Sherlock, and by going beyond the academic discourse on the monument’s role as a tool in familial and individual fashioning and self-

---

35 Ibid., p. 185.
fashioning by such scholars as Nigel Llewellyn and Jennifer Woodward, the tomb can shed light on the way in which patrons sought equally to establish their legacy and lineage, while making a conscientious effort at endowing the church with markers of evangelical, and even puritan theology, ritual and devotion.\textsuperscript{37} As such, the funeral monument continued as a form of ‘intrusion’ into the church space, in which it coveted the gazes of the congregation, and actively participated in shaping the communal experience of a changing and often precarious religious climate. It equally sheds light on the playful nature with which Protestant patrons sought to develop new reading and writing practices, engaging actively in alteration, translation and appropriation, highlighted in particular by the enthusiastic continual use of the Latin language in biblical tomb inscriptions, a practice which falls in line with a more open attitude toward Latin scripture in contemporary publications such as the \textit{Preces Privatae} and state documents such as the \textit{Elizabethan Injunctions}. Thus the reformation and post-reformation monument corroborates Eamon Duffy’s assertion of continuity in an understanding of ‘the sacred character of Latin itself, as higher and holier than the vernacular.’\textsuperscript{38} The monument therefore contributed to one of the functions of the church as outlined by the \textit{Injunctions} by ensuring that ‘all parishioners’ have continuous access to ‘such comfortable places and sentences of Scripture as do set forth the mercy, benefits and goodness of Almighty God’.\textsuperscript{39} Katherine Willoughby thus, even in death continued her quest, as urged by reformer Augustine Bernher, to be the ‘instrumente by the whiche hys holy name should be praysed, and his gospell propagated and spredde’\textsuperscript{40}


\textsuperscript{39} \textit{Elizabethan Injunctions}, 1559, pp. 335-48 (p. 339).

\textsuperscript{40} Hugh Latimer, \textit{27 sermons preached by the ryght Reuerende father in God and constant matir of Iesus Christe, Maister Hugh Latimer [...]}, ed. by Augustine Bernher (London: John Day, 1562), sig. A6v.
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